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Kitchen
Staff

BY TERRI FERRAGUT

We set out to discover some truly amazing products that create a level of culinary 
heaven with hard-working technology and thoughtful design elements. Whether you are a self-described 
foodie or simply appreciate outstanding, durable quality for the highest-tra�  c area in your home, we 
invite you to meet your new kitchen sta� .

 European styling transforms your kitchen with Monogram’s integrated, 
streamlined appliances. Range hood infrared warming generates heat that 
keeps food ready-to-serve while a shelf provides a plating area. Use the 
Monogram Kitchen app over Wi-Fi to control temps and timers. 
MONOGRAM, monogram.com. See locally at JW Kitchens.

 This artisan end-grain cutting board by Larch 
Wood Canada is a perfect kitchen mate when 
entertaining. With heirloom qualities, this chef-quality 
board will transcend generations. LARCH WOOD 
CANADA. larchwoodcananda.com. See locally at 
Creative Kitchen.

 Ruvati Italian-inspired premium stainless steel kitchen 
sinks and faucets brighten your space with eye-catching, 
interchangeable silicon soft-touch sleeves in white, black 
or red. RUVATI, ruvati.com.

This versatile sink by Lenova is a cook’s dream. Beautiful 
and highly functional, it features platform ledges that 
instantly convert to a steel colander, roll-up grid drainer 
and bamboo cutting board. The low divider accommodates 
large pots with large handles. LENOVA, lenovasinks.com.

 Be it a refreshing fruit smoothie or a creamy 
butternut squash soup, the Wolf Gourmet blender will 
craft what you crave. The responsive performance and 
design for quiet blending will make time in your kitchen 
a pleasure. WOLF, subzero-wolf.com. See locally at 
Rigel’s or Ferguson Showroom.
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